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INTRODUCTION 

The Trainer’s Toolkit is a resource designed to provide guidance to instructors in the development of a practical ses-

sion for Safe Lifts, Transfers, and Repositioning within a health care setting.   
 

The Practical Session is the second component of a two part package.  Part 1 of the package, an e-learning module, 

focuses on how to prepare yourself, the resident, and your environment before moving the resident as well the prin-

ciples of good   communication and body mechanics through various scenarios. The e-module is titled Safe Work Prac-

tices for Clinical Staff: The 1, 2, 3 , Move Approach, and is a pre-requisite to the practical session.  Participants will then 

have the opportunity to apply/practice what they have learned from the e-module during the Practical Session.  
 

The content within the trainer’s package consists of general information that can be applied to any health care        

setting.  However, there are instances where the trainer will need to insert information as it pertains to their facility.  

For example, you may wish to include the Policy on Lifts, Transfers, and Repositioning, or injury statistics from your 

facility. 
 

The practical session outlined in this tool kit was designed for Bruyère’s new hire Orientation.  The session in its en-

tirety is two and a half to three hours long including all the content plus Policy.  This allows for all participants to prac-

tice each of the techniques, and receive timely direction/feedback from the trainer.  If the session you are going to 

teach does not allow this much time, you may consider splitting up the techniques into two or more sessions.   For 

example, by splitting the techniques up into two sessions, you may teach turning, repositioning, and manual transfers 

in one session, and the lifts plus sling application in  another (if done correctly, the lifts component takes a while as it 

should include how to size the slings, as well as the visual inspection of the slings and hardware/lifts).  Each session 

would take approximately 1.5 hours.  To further split up the techniques, you may choose to teach one technique per 

month, allowing 15-30 minutes for the sessions depending on the size of the group.   
 

It is recommended that there are a maximum of 6-8 participants per trainer to keep the session within the desired 

timeline, and ensure maximum knowledge transfer to the participants. 
 

What you will need for the Practical Session (equipment varies depending on how many and which techniques you 

are doing per session): 

 Large room (training room or empty resident room if one is available) 

 Resident bed : dressed with bed linens, piqué, and pillow 

 Wheelchair 

 The lifts and assistive devices utilized by your facility – may include transfer belts, slider sheets, mobile lift, sit-

stand lift,  ceiling lift, etc.  See the List of Techniques for possible equipment and tools that you may need. 

 Power point set up - optional   

 Feedback form – see Bruyère’s New Hire Orientation feedback form included in Appendix A for an example. 
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THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 

The trainer may want to organize the following onto a power point presentation. 

What are Safe Work Practices (SWP) and Why Bother? 

You may open the discussion of what SWP are and why they are important by: 

1) Showing a small clip of someone performing a task unsafely and getting hurt as a result.  Ensure the clip contains a

few SWP principles.  For example, a man lifting something very heavy by himself, while bending and twisting.  Ask

the participants to explain to you what the man could have done differently to avoid an injury.  They may say he

could have asked for help to lift the object (2 person lift), he could have used a hydraulic lift, and/or he should have

bent his knees and lifted with his legs instead of his back.

AND/OR  

2) On a single power point slide or poster, you may show two images, one unsafe and one safe, and ask the participants

to identify what the health care providers have done to make the situation safe. See the slides below for an example.

In this scenario, the left and middle images illustrate two health care workers performing the task of repositioning a 

resident up in bed in an unsafe setting using risky techniques, while the right image illustrates the workers performing 

the task in a safe work set up using good body mechanics. In the left image, the bed is too low, the bed rails are up, the 

night stand is in the way, not allowing an  adequate work space, and the health care  provider is bending and twisting.  

The image on the right illustrates a good bed height, the bed rails down, the night stand moved out of the way, the 

health care providers using a wide stance, bending the knees,  tucking the elbows and keeping the load close. From the 

discussion on how to make the situation safe, you will likely hear them raise points such as; ask for help, use equip-

ment, adjust the environment, use good body mechanics, etc.  At this time, you would mention that all of these are 

Safe Work Practices.  You may share  other examples of SWP such as; equipment must be visually inspected before 

each use and taken out of use/sent for repairs if found to be defective.  

You would then state: SWP are any actions that you take at work to reduce the risk of, or prevent an injury from occur-

ring.  When we think of Lifts, Transfers, and Repositioning, we often think of body mechanics, but SWP are much more 

than body mechanics alone.  As can be seen from the discussion above, there are several things you need to do before 

and each time you move a  resident to ensure the technique is executed smoothly without injury.  
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THE 1, 2, 3, MOVE APPROACH 

The 1, 2, 3, Move Approach is designed to assist health care providers to remember each of the important and necessary steps 

(SWP) to take prior to moving a resident safely. 

Review of the 1, 2, 3, Move Approach steps – what you need to do before you MOVE a resident: 

1 - GET READY 

 Prepare yourself - make sure you are mentally and physically ready; for example, you are shaken from a  near resident fall so 

you take deep breaths and re-focus. 

Check the resident’s condition – observe the resident, are they performing as usual?  Or do they appear sick?  Conditions may 

change. 

Choose the best technique – based on your observations, the care plan, and the pictogram, select the appropriate technique 

to move the resident.

*For the practical session(s), the trainer may have a mock care plan and/or the pictograms at the session.  Ask the participant to refer

to the care plan or select the correct pictogram as you go through each of the techniques to help familiarize them with these tools.

Adjust the space – this includes a Visual Safety Inspection (to be done each and every time you move a resident) of the sling, 

equipment, and environment.  You may need to adjust bed height, apply brakes, move the night stand out of the way to allow      

adequate space to utilize good body mechanics, lower the volume on the television for residents who are hard of hearing, 

change the battery on the lift, etc.

*Refer to Appendix B for  Bruyère’s tool to aid employees in doing Visual Safety Checks as it relates to the resident, equipment, and

environment.

2 - GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident – using normal human movement, nose over toes. 

Exercise #1 - To illustrate normal human movement: 

Have participants sit down at the edge of the bed or in a chair, and have them position their feet so  their    

ankles are ahead of their knees.  Ask them to try to stand up without moving their feet back or bringing their 

shoulders forward.  Ask them to think about the physical effort required to do this.   

Next, ask them to place their ankles below their knees or slightly behind their knees.  Ask them to then stand 

by bringing their shoulders forward (lean forward so the nose is over the toes), and pushing off with the heels.  

Is this easier?  Is less physical effort required?   

Trainer then explains how this translates into moving a resident – if you position the feet correctly, and ask/

assist the    resident to lean forward, you are using normal human movement and allowing them to participate 

in the transfer.  Further, by having the resident lean forward, you are bringing the heavy shoulders off of hips, 

making the hips lighter.  The result is that it requires less force for the health care provider. 

Position yourself – get into a strong and stable position 

 Use a wide stance

 Keep the load close

 Bend your knees, not your back

 Face the load
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Exercise #2 - To illustrate forces to the body when using Good vs Bad postures:  

1. Have participants stand with their feet together, legs straight, arms extended away from the body 

to the front.  How does this feel?  Where is there discomfort? 

Then extend arms away from the body out to the sides, legs straight and feet still together. 

How does this feel?  Can they feel the strain on the back, neck, and shoulders? 

Now have them bring their arms close, elbows against the torso and under the shoulders, palms up.  

How does this feel (keeping the load close)?  Is there less strain to the back, neck, and shoulders? 

2. Try using a wide stance.  Part the legs to the front and back, knees slightly bent.  Put the arms 

straight out to the front away from the body again, and straight out to the side.  

How does this feel different from when the legs were together? Still with the legs apart and knees slight-

ly bent, bring the arms close again, elbows against the torso in line with the shoulders.  How does this 

feel?  Even less strain? 

3. Now apply force to see how strong you are in the various positions. Get into partners.   

One partner stands with feet together, legs straight, arms extended away from the body.  Second 

partner gently pokes/pushes the first partner at the upper arm.  How is your balance, how stable are 

you in the case of an  unpredictable situation?  Now, the second partner pushes down on the first 

partner’s extended hands, and the second partner tries to resist.  Is it physically hard to resist? 

Now, the first partner stands with feet apart one foot slightly in front of the other, knees bent, and 

arms close with elbows tucked against the torso and under the shoulders with the palms up.  Second 

partner gently ‘pokes/pushes’ again, is your  balance and stability better as you can shift your weight 

from one leg to the other?  The second partner then pushes down on their hands and they once 

again try to resist.  Are you stronger? 

3 – COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident—let them know what you are about to do, and encourage them to participate in the move-
ment. 

Work together as a team—talk to your partner, “Let’s go on MOVE—1, 2, 3...then MOVE”. 
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THE TECHNIQUES 

You may or may not include your institution’s policy on Lifts, Transfers, and Repositioning at this time.  Many, if not all 

SWP principles (such as inspecting equipment before each use, reporting risks/hazards, etc) are Policy at Bruyère. 

Trainers would include the Policy for General Orientation to new hires, but may not include the policy in a Refresher 

course due to time  constraints. 

It is now time to practice the techniques.  The trainer should first summarize the body mechanics principles by review-

ing how to get into a good posture, and explain that good body mechanics equals good postures in action. 

Good body mechanics = Good postures in action! 

The trainer now demonstrates what is good posture and good body mechanics in a summary: 

 Use a wide stance – make a wide base of support by moving your legs and feet apart, with your feet in the di-

rection of movement.  This allows for greater stability and encourages one to use their legs to move as it is eas-

ier to transfer the weight from one leg to the other. 

 

 Keep the load close – tuck your elbows against your trunk and keep the weight you’re moving close to  the 

middle of your body.  Extra strain is put on your body when the load is away from the body. 

 

 Bend the knees, not your back – to keep your back straight, engage the core and lift up from the chest  like you 

have a shelf on your chest holding up something very important to you and you do not want it  to slide off.  You 

may further  imagine that you are squeezing an orange between your shoulder blades. 

  

 Face the load - pivot your feet to turn instead of twisting at the waist, keeping your hips and shoulders  square 

to the target at all times.  Twisting places you at a high risk for injury, especially if a force/load is applied while 

you are in this  position. 

 

The above principles will be applied to all of the techniques described in the next section. 

THE TECHNIQUES 
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TECHNIQUES 
LIFTS, TRANSFERS, and REPOSITIONING 

 Repositioning (pulling) a resident to the side of the bed 

 Turning a resident in bed – one assist 

 Turning a resident in bed – two assists 

 Repositioning a resident up in bed – two assists 

 Sitting a resident on side of bed – one assist 

 Sitting a resident on side of bed – two assists 

 One person assist transfer 

 Two person side-by-side transfer 

 One person waltz transfer 

 Two person waltz transfer 

 One person pivot transfer 

 Two person pivot transfer 

 Lowering a resident to the floor 

 Sit-Stand transfer machine – two assists 

 Mobile Lift – two assists 

 Ceiling lift – two assists 

 Repositioning a resident in wheelchair 

 Removal of sling in wheelchair 
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REPOSITIONING (PULLING) A RESIDENT TO THE SIDE OF THE BED 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique  
  

√      Done – you have checked to see if it is a one person or a two person 
technique. 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspections) 
  

 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Ensure bed rails are lowered (care provider’s side). 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good 
position. 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Ask or assist resident to bend the knees or cross the legs at the ankle. 

Position yourself  Use a wide stance : part the legs with one foot in front of the other. 

 Keep the load close : hinge at the hips, and grab the piqué close the 
resident at their shoulder and their hip, your elbows bent and tucked 
against the torso and under the shoulders. 

 Bend your knees, not your back: there is more weight on the front bent 
knee as you prepare to transfer the weight from the front to the back 
leg. 

 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident  between their 
hips and shoulders. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain that you will pull them to the side on MOVE. 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team N/A as it is a one person technique. 

…MOVE: Pull the resident toward you as you shift your weight from the front leg to the back leg (using your legs for power); 
elbows remain tucked against the torso and in line with the shoulders. 
  

   
  

THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 
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TURNING RESIDENT IN BED - ONE ASSIST 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique 
  

√      Done – you have checked to see if it is a one person or a two person technique. 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspections) 
  

 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Ensure bed rails are lowered (care provider’s side only, the other side must be raised). 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Ask or assist resident to bend the knee or cross the leg at the ankle (if being turned onto 
their right side, they will bend or cross the left knee/leg and vice versa). 

 Ask or assist resident to fold the arm closest to you over their chest, and fold the other arm 
at the side of their head forming a ‘pillow’. 

Position yourself  Use a wide stance : part the legs with one foot in front of the other. 

 Keep the load close : hinge at the hips, and grab the piqué close to the resident at the 
shoulder and the hip using a hammer grip (see picture below), elbows tucked against the 
torso and under the shoulders. 

 Bend your knees, not your back: there is more weight on the back bent knee as you pre-
pare to transfer the weight from the back to the front leg. 

 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident between their hips and shoulders. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Ask the resident to turn their head and shoulders as you assist at the shoulder and hip (if 
able, you may ask the resident to grab on to the bed rail and pull). 

 Explain that you will turn on MOVE. 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team N/A as it is a one person technique. 

…MOVE: Turn/log roll by pushing the resident away from you as you shift your weight from the back leg to the front leg (using 
your legs for power); elbows remain close to your body and in line with the shoulders. 
  

  
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

Note: you will gain more 
power by  pushing the 
resident versus pulling.  
However, if required to 
pull the resident onto 
their side, follow the    
instructions for the       
Assistant in Turning Resi-
dent In Bed – Two Assists, 
described in the next  
technique.  

THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 
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TURNING RESIDENT IN BED - TWO ASSISTS 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done – you have checked to see if it is a one person or a two person technique. 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Ensure bed rails are lowered (both sides). 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 

 Ensure 3 feet of space on both sides of bed. 

GET INTO POSITION 
Position the resident  Ask or assist resident to bend the knee or cross the leg at the ankle (if being turned onto their right 

side, they will bend or cross the left knee/leg and vice versa). 

 Ask or assist the resident to fold the arm over their chest (same side as the bent knee or crossed leg), 
and fold the other arm at the side of their head forming a ‘pillow’. 

Position yourself 
*The Assistant will position themselves 
in mirror image of the Leader on the 
opposite side of the bed 

The Leader: 

 Use a wide stance : part the legs with one foot in front of the other. 

 Keep the load close : hinge at the hips, and grab the piqué close to the resident at the shoulder and 
the hip using a hammer grip (see picture below), elbows tucked against the torso and under the 
shoulders. 

 Bend your knees, not your back: there is more weight on the back bent knee as you prepare to trans-
fer the weight from the back to the front leg. 

 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident between their hips and shoulders. 
The Assistant: 

 Use a wide stance : part the legs with one foot in front of the other. 

 Keep the load close: hinge at the hips, and place one hand on the resident’s shoulder and the other 
hand on their hip, elbows tucked and in line with the shoulders. 

 Bend your knees, not your back: there is more weight on your front bent knee as you prepare to 
transfer the weight from your front leg to the back leg. 

 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident between their hips and shoulders. 

COMMUNICATE 
Involve the resident  Ask the resident to turn their head and shoulders as you each assist at the shoulder and hip 

 Explain that you will turn on MOVE. 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do: “we will turn on MOVE”. 

 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 

  
  
  

…MOVE: 
 
Leader – Turn/log roll by pushing the resident 
away from you as you shift your weight from the 
back leg to the front leg (using your legs for pow-
er); elbows remain close to your body and in line 
with the shoulders. 
 
Assistant – Turn by pulling the resident toward 
you as you shift your weight from the front to the 
back leg (use your legs for power), elbows remain 
close to your body and in line with the shoulders. 

THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 
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REPOSITIONING A RESIDENT UP IN BED - TWO ASSISTS 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done – you’ve checked to see whether the resident can be repositioned with the piqué, 
or if they require a slider sheet, or ceiling lift. 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Lower bed rails on both sides. 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles in your way. 

 Ensure 3 feet of space on both sides of bed. 

 Place a pillow against the headboard. 

 If using a slider sheet, perform your visual inspection of the assistive device. 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident With Piqué: 
 Ask or assist the resident to bend the knees slightly, if applicable. 
With Slider Sheet: 
Note: some slider sheets remain under the resident at all times and some cannot.  If using a slider sheet that 
does not remain under the resident, follow the steps below to position the assistive device under the resi-
dent. 
 

 Follow all steps for turning a resident onto their side in bed with two assists. 

 The Assistant then holds the resident on their side, while the Leader rolls the slider sheet 
or folds it in half behind the resident. 

 The resident is then turned onto their other side. 

 The Leader holds the resident on their other side. 

 The Assistant unfolds the remaining part of the slider sheet. 

 The resident rolls onto their back on the center of the sheet (with the help of care provid-
ers). 

 Ask or assist the resident to bend the knees, if applicable. 

Position yourself 
*The Leader and the Assistant 
will assume this position to each 
side of the resident, a mirror 
image to one another 

  
  

 One person on either side of the bed. 
 Maintain a wide stance, both feet planted on the floor, with the back foot in line with the 

resident’s hips and the front foot wide apart pointing in the direction of the movement. 
 Grip the piqué or slider sheet at the resident’s shoulders and hips, as close to the resident 

as possible. 
 Keep the load close : hinge at the hips to get close to the resident, keeping your elbows 

bent and tucked in against your torso, in line with the shoulders. 
 Bend your knees, not your back: there is more weight on the back leg as you prepare to 

shift  the weight from the back to the front leg as you boost the  resident up in bed. 
 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident between their hips and shoul-

ders. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain that you will pull on MOVE. 
 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do: “we will boost on MOVE”. 
 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 

 
…MOVE: (continued on next page) 
 

THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 
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THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 

TRAINER’S TOOLKIT:  HOW TO TEACH LIFTS, TRANSFERS and REPOSITIONING      

REPOSITIONING A RESIDENT UP IN BED - TWO ASSISTS 
 
…MOVE: 
 
Shift your weight from the back leg to the front leg as you boost the resident up in bed.  Keep the elbows bent 
and tucked against the torso, using the large leg muscles to slide the resident up in bed, rather than using the 
upper body to pull.     
 
*Whether using a piqué or slider sheet, always slide the resident up the bed, never lift. 
 

*If the resident is very difficult to reposition, you may use a ceiling lift to reposition up in bed. 
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SITTING A RESIDENT ON SIDE OF BED - ONE ASSIST 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done – you have checked to see if it is a one person or a two person technique. 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 

 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Ensure bed rails are lowered (on your side). 

 The head of the bed may be raised slightly (< than 45 degrees for comfort of the resident). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Log roll the resident onto their side following each of the steps for ‘turning resident in bed’. 
Note: Turn the resident onto their side before raising the head of the bed to < 45 degrees. 

 The resident’s hips will line up with the ‘fold’ in the bed as they are lying on their side. 

Position yourself  Maintain a wide stance in preparation for a side lunge, the lead foot approximately in line 
with the resident’s shoulder, the other foot wide apart. 

 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get as close to the resident as possible to ensure 
they do not slide off the bed. 

 Bend your knees, not your back (hip hinge helps). 

 Position your one hand under the resident’s shoulder keeping your elbow tucked against 
the torso, with your other hand over and behind the resident’s knees. 

 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident approximately between their hips 
and shoulders. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  If able, ask the resident to push into the bed with their free hand to help sit up. 

 Explain that you will ‘sit up’ on MOVE. 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team N/A as it is a one person technique. 

…MOVE : Slide the resident’s legs and feet over the edge of the bed, and assist the resident at the shoulder as you shift your 
weight from the lead leg to the back leg (careful not to twist your back and ensure your elbows  remain tucked at your sides).               
 

*While resident is in sitting, keep the their shoulders in line with or ahead of their hips. 
  

   
  

THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 
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SITTING A RESIDENT ON SIDE OF BED – TWO ASSISTS 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done – you have checked to see if it is a one person or a two person technique. 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 
 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 
 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 
 Adjust bed height appropriately. 
 Ensure bed rails are lowered (on your side). 
 The head of the bed may be raised slightly (< than 45 degrees for comfort of the resident). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Log roll the resident onto their side following each of the steps for ‘turning resident in bed’. 
Note: Turn the resident onto their side before raising the head of the bed to < 45 degrees. 

 The resident’s hips will line up with the ‘fold’ in the bed as they are lying on their side. 

Position yourself The leader: 
 Maintain a wide stance in preparation for a side lunge, the lead foot approximately in line with 

the resident’s shoulder, the other foot wide apart. 
 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get as close to the resident as possible to ensure they 

do not slide off the bed. 
 Bend your knees, not your back (hip hinge helps). 
 Position your hand under the resident’s shoulder, keeping the elbow tucked against the torso, 

with the other hand on the resident’s hip. 
 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident approximately between their hips and 

shoulders. 
The Assistant: 
 Assistant is positioned at the resident’s hips/legs. 
 As with the Leader, the Assistant maintains a wide stance, while bending the knees, facing the 

load, and keeping the load close by tucking the elbows against the torso. 
 The Assistant’s hands are around and over/behind the resident’s knees. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  If able, ask the resident to push into the bed with their free hand to help sit up. 

 Explain that you will ‘sit up’ on MOVE. 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do: Leader communicates to the Assistant, “you 
will lower the legs on MOVE, and I will raise the shoulders immediately after”. 

 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 

  
  

  
…MOVE: The Assistant slides/lowers the 
resident’s legs over the edge of the bed just 
before the Leader raises the resident’s 
shoulders, using the large leg muscles to 
avoid bending and twisting of the back, the 
elbows remain tucked against the torso and 
in line with the shoulders throughout the 
movement. 
 
*In sitting, keep the resident’s shoulders in 
line with or ahead of their hips. 

THE PRACTICAL SESSION CONTENT 
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ONE PERSON ASSIST TRANSFER  
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 
 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 
 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 
 Adjust bed height appropriately. 
 Ensure bed rails are lowered on your side. 
 Place the chair a short distance from the bed. 
 Apply wheelchair brakes. 
 Perform your visual inspection of the transfer belt (if applicable). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident is sitting at the edge of the bed. 
 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist (if applicable). 
 Ensure their feet are slightly behind their knees. 
 Ask the resident to place the hand closest to you into  your palm with their hand below their 

elbow level (see picture below), and the other hand on the bed at their side. 

Position yourself 
  

 Stand on the resident’s weaker side. 
 Place one hand around the resident’s waist or grasp the transfer belt, and the other hand 

palm up to receive the resident’s hand (see picture). 
 Place your foot in front of the resident’s foot to protect them from slipping. 
 Use a wide stance: one foot in front of the other in the direction of the movement. 
 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get as close to the resident as possible, keeping your 

elbows tucked against your torso and in line with your shoulders. 
 Bend your knees, not your back: weight is on the back bent knee as you prepare to shift your 

weight from the back to the front leg as you assist the resident to stand. 
 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident and direction of movement. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that you will ‘stand up’ on MOVE. 
 Instruct the resident to lean forward (nose over toes), push into your hand and off the bed to 

stand. 
 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team N/A as this is a one person technique. 

…MOVE: Gently rock the resident forward (nose over toes) and assist to standing as you shift your weight from the back to the front 
leg, keeping your elbows tucked in at your sides throughout the movement. 
The Resident: After the transfer, guide the resident to a chair until they can feel the back of their legs against the chair, and instruct 
the resident to reach back, grasp arms of the chair, hinge at the hips, and then sit. 
Health Care Provider: To lower the resident into the chair, you will turn to face the resident/direction of  movement, with the feet 
apart and knees bent in a lunge position.  Keeping a hold on the transfer belt or the resident’s waist, the other hand gently         
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resident’s hip to encourage 
a hip hinge.  As the resident 
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shifting your weight from 
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TWO PERSON SIDE-BY-SIDE TRANSFER 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good  position. 
 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 
 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 
 Adjust bed height appropriately. 
 Ensure bed rails are lowered. 
 Place the chair a short distance from the bed. 
 Apply wheelchair brakes. 
 Perform your visual inspection of the transfer belt (if applicable). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident is sitting at the edge of the bed. 
 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist (if applicable). 
 Ensure their feet are slightly behind their knees. 
 Ask the resident to place their hands into each of your palms, their hand below their el-

bow level. 

Position yourself 
*The leader and the Assistant will 
assume this position to each side of 
the resident, a mirror image to one 
another 

 Leader and Assistant are positioned at either side of the resident. 
 Each uses a foot to block the resident’s foot. 
 Each may block the resident’s knees as necessary. 
 Each places one hand around the resident’s waist or grasps the transfer belt, and their 

other hand palm up to receive the resident’s hand (see picture). 
 Each uses a wide stance: one foot in front of the other in the direction of the movement. 
 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get as close to the resident as possible, keeping 

your elbows tucked in and in line with your shoulders. 
 Bend your knees, not your back: weight is on the back bent knee as you prepare to shift 

your weight from the back to the front leg as you both  assist the resident to stand. 
 Face the load: hips and shoulders face the resident and direction of movement. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that you will ‘stand up’ on MOVE. 
 Instruct the resident to lean forward (nose over toes), and push up into your hands to 

stand. 
 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do, explaining that you will assist the resi-
dent to stand on MOVE. 

 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 

…MOVE: The Leader and the assistant both gently rock the resident forward (nose over toes) and assist the resident to stand while 
shifting the weight from the back to the front leg, keeping the elbows tucked in at the sides throughout the movement. 
The resident: After the transfer, each Assist guides the resident to a chair until the resident can feel the back of their legs against the 
chair, and instructs the resident to reach back, grasp arms of the chair, hinge at the hips, and then sit. 
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Health Care Provider: To lower the         
resident into the chair, each Assist will 
turn to face the resident/direction of 
movement, with the feet apart and knees 
bent in a lunge position. Keeping a hold on 
the transfer belt or the resident’s waist, 
the other hand gently touches/pushes into 
the resident’s hip to encourage a hip 
hinge. As the resident sits, each Assist will 
lunge forward by shifting the weight from 
the back to the front leg.  
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ONE PERSON WALTZ TRANSFER 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 
 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 
 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 
 Adjust bed height appropriately. 
 Ensure bed rails are lowered. 
 Place chair parallel or at an angle to the bed, on the resident’s strong side. 
 Apply wheelchair brakes. 
 Perform your visual inspection of the transfer belt (if applicable). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident is sitting at the edge of the bed. 
 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist (if applicable). 
 Support the weak arm or place it in a sling. 
 Resident may put their strong arm around your waist below your arms, or they may put the 

strong hand down on the bed at their side. 
 Ensure their feet are slightly behind their knees. 

Position yourself 
  

 Stand in front of the resident with their weak knee between your bent knees; feet apart 
with resident’s foot between your two feet (stance will not be as wide as usually               
recommended). 

 Place your hands around the resident’s waist or grasp the transfer belt with your arms 
above theirs. 

 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get as close to the resident as possible, keeping 
your elbows tucked as much as possible. 

 Bend your knees, not your back. 
 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that you will ‘stand up’ on MOVE. 
 Instruct the resident to lean forward (nose over toes) and if applicable use good arm to 

help him/her to stand. 
 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team N/A as this is a one person technique. 

…MOVE: Gently rock the resident forward (nose over toes) and assist to stand as you straighten your legs.  The resident may push off 
with their strong arm to help as well.  Stabilize the resident in standing.  Begin the waltz by assisting the resident to shift weight from 
one foot to the other – the resident takes a step toward the chair with the good foot, while you gently push/slide to guide their weak 
foot. 
*After the transfer, when the resident can feel the back of their legs against the wheelchair, instruct the resident to reach back with 
the good arm, grasp arm of the chair, hip hinge, and then sit. 
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Please note the 
position of the 

health care    
provider’s feet. 
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TWO PERSON WALTZ TRANSFER 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 
 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 
 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 
 Adjust bed height appropriately. 
 Ensure bed rails are lowered. 
 Place chair parallel or at an angle to the bed, on the resident’s strong side. 
 Apply wheelchair brakes. 
 Perform your visual inspection of the transfer belt (if applicable). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident is sitting at the edge of the bed. 

 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist (if applicable). 

 Support the weak arm or place it in a sling. 

 Resident may put their strong arm around the Leader’s waist below their arms, or they may put 
the strong hand down on the bed at their side. 

 Ensure their feet are slightly behind their knees. 

Position yourself 
  

Leader : 
 Stand in front of the resident with their weak knee between your bent knees; feet apart with 

resident’s foot between your two feet (stance will not be as wide as usually recommended). 
 Place your hands around the resident’s waist or grasp the transfer belt with their arms above the 

resident’s arms. 
 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get as close to the resident as possible, keeping your 

elbows tucked as much as possible. 
 Bend your knees, not your back. 
 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident. 
Assistant: 
 Assistant has two standing options, both using a wide stance. 
 Chair at an angle to the bed: stands between bed and chair with one knee on the bed, legs apart. 
 Chair parallel to the bed (for taller staff member): places one knee on the bed and the opposite 

foot between the back wheels of the chair. 
 Assistant grasps the transfer belt, elbows bent,  tucked in, and in line with the shoulders, hinging 

at the hips to keep the load close. 
 Bend your knees, not your back. 
 Face the load: as above. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that you will ‘stand up’ on MOVE. 
 Instruct the resident to lean forward (nose over toes) and use good arm to help him/her to stand 
 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do, explaining that you will assist the resident to 
stand on MOVE. 

 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 
 

 

…MOVE: (Continued on next page) 
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TWO PERSON WALTZ TRANSFER 
 

...MOVE: 
 

Gently rock the resident forward (nose over toes).  The Leader assists the resident to stand by straightening his/
her the legs (the resident may push off the bed with the strong arm to help), while the Assistant aids the resident 
to stand by pulling up on the transfer belt handles. Stabilize the resident in standing.  Begin the waltz with the 
Leader assisting the resident to shift weight from one foot to the other – the resident takes a step toward the 
chair with the good foot, and the leader gently pushes/slides to guide their weak foot, while the Assistant guides 
the resident with a grasp on transfer belt handles. 
 

*After the transfer, when the resident can feel the back of their legs against the chair, instruct the resident to 
reach back with good arm, grasp arm of the chair, hip hinge, and then sit.  The Assistant ensures the resident is 
seated well back in the chair. 
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ONE PERSON PIVOT TRANSFER 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done (A pivot disk may be used if appropriate). 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 

 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Ensure bed rails are lowered. 

 Position chair parallel or at an angle to the bed on the resident’s strong side. 

 Apply wheelchair brakes. 

 Remove wheelchair arm and foot rest closest to the bed. 

 Perform your visual inspection of the transfer belt (if applicable). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident is sitting at the edge of the bed, feet flat on the floor. 

 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist (if applicable). 

 Place the resident’s hands/arms in their lap or on your waist, their arms below your arms. 

 Ensure their feet are slightly behind their knees. 

Position yourself 
  

 Stand in front of the resident blocking their feet with your feet; feet apart/wide stance, one 
foot a little in front of the other (see picture below). 

 Brace the resident’s knees between your bent knees (bend the knees, not the back). 

 Place your hands around the resident’s waist or grasp the transfer belt with your arms above 
theirs. 

 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get close to the resident, elbows bent and tucked in 
as much as possible. 

 Face the load: your hips and shoulders face the resident, and remain so throughout the 
transfer. You pivot your feet to turn rather than twisting your torso. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that you will ‘stand up’ on MOVE. 

 Instruct and/or assist the resident to lean forward (nose over toes). 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team N/A as this is a one person technique. 

...MOVE: Gently rock the resident forward (nose over toes), and straighten your knees slightly using the large leg muscles to raise the 
resident’s buttocks to clear the sitting surface.  Pivot the resident’s feet and body using your feet, knees, and arms (pivoting your 
feet to turn as well). Lower the resident onto the sitting surface as you bend your knees again, hips and shoulders always facing the 
resident and the elbows tucked in as much as possible. 
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TWO PERSON PIVOT TRANSFER 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done – Two person pivot transfer (A pivot disk may be used if appropriate). 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Ensure at least 3 feet of space at the side of the bed to get into a good position. 
 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 
 Ensure brakes are on the bed. 
 Adjust bed height appropriately. 
 Ensure bed rails are lowered. 
 Position chair parallel or at an angle to the bed on the resident’s strong side. 
 Apply wheelchair brakes. 
 Remove wheelchair arm and foot rest closest to the bed. 
 Perform your visual inspection of the transfer belt (if applicable). 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident is sitting at the edge of the bed, feet flat on the floor. 
 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist (if applicable). 
 Place the resident’s hands/arms in their lap or on the leader’s waist, their arms below your arms. 
 Ensure their feet are slightly behind their knees. 

Position yourself 
  

Leader: 
 Stand in front of the resident blocking their feet with your feet; feet apart/wide stance, one foot 

a little in front of the other (see picture below). 
 Brace the resident’s knees between your bent knees (bend the knees, not the back). 
 Place your hands around the resident’s waist or grasp the transfer belt with your arms above 

theirs. 
 Keep the load close : hinge the hips and get close to the resident, elbows bent and tucked in as 

much as possible. 
 Face the load: hips and shoulders face the resident, and remain so throughout the transfer. You 

pivot your feet to turn rather than twisting your torso. 
Assistant: 
The Assistant has two standing options, both using a wide stance. 
 Chair at an angle to the bed: stands between bed and chair with one knee on the bed, legs apart. 
 Chair parallel to the bed (for taller staff member): places one knee on the bed and the opposite 

foot between the back wheels of the chair. 
 Assistant grasps the transfer belt, elbows bent and in line with the shoulders, hinging at the hips 

to keep the load close. 
 Bend your knees, not your back. 
 Face the load: as above. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that you will ‘stand up’ on MOVE. 
 Instruct and/or assist the resident to lean forward (nose over toes). 
 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do, explaining that you will assist the resident to 
stand on MOVE. 

 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 
 

 
…MOVE: (Continued on next page) 
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TWO PERSON PIVOT TRANSFER 
 
…MOVE:  
 
The Leader gently rocks the resident forward (nose over toes). The Leader straightens the knees slightly using 
the large leg muscles to raise the resident’s buttocks to clear the sitting surface. The Assistant aids the resident 
to clear the sitting surface by pulling up on the transfer belt handles. The Leader pivots the resident’s feet and 
body using their feet, knees, and arms (pivoting with their feet to turn as well to avoid twisting the torso), while 
the Assistant guides the resident into the chair with a grasp on the transfer belt handles. Together, as they bend 
the knees again, they lower the resident onto the sitting surface. The Assistant ensures the resident is seated 
well back in the chair. 
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LOWERING A RESIDENT TO THE FLOOR 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself  Be ready and alert at all times. 

Check resident’s condition √      Done – before moving the resident, the health care provider would have observed whether 
the resident was performing as well as usual, or if they appear weak or ill that day. 

Choose the best technique √      Done - based on the care plan, pictogram, and observations, choosing the best technique 
will prevent or minimize the risk of a resident fall. 

 When in doubt, provide increased assistance. For example, if the resident is not performing 
as well as usual, it is acceptable do a 2 person transfer if the care plan and pictogram indi-
cate it is a 1 person transfer. 

Adjust the space √      Done 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Keep the resident close for better control in case there is a need to lower the resident to the 
floor. 

Position yourself 
  

 Stand/walk approximately a half a step behind the resident. 
 Keep the load close: Remain positioned very close to the resident. 
 Have a firm grip on the transfer belt or around the resident’s waist. 
 Maintain a wide stance with the feet apart while facing the same direction as the resident. 
*If there were two care providers, the Assistant’s positioning would be in a mirror image as the 
Leader (described above). 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  If applicable, reassure the resident. 

Work together as a team  If applicable, communicate together what you are doing as the resident is being lowered to 
the floor. 

  
 

…MOVE:  
 
If the resident is falling, do not stop the fall.  
Move your legs apart for greater stability and 
place your body against the resident’s body.  
Bend your knees and hips, and keep your back 
straight as you ease the  resident to the floor. 
Protect the resident’s head so that it doesn’t 
hit the floor or some other object. 
  
*Once the resident is assessed, if appropriate, 
you may use a mobile or ceiling lift to raise the 
resident from the floor.  Do not manually lift 
the resident from the floor.  If the resident falls 
in a confined area, place a sheet or slider sheet 
under him/her and slide her to an area which is 
accessible to a lift. 
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SIT-STAND TRANSFER MACHINE –TWO ASSISTS 

GET READY 

Prepare yourself √      Done 

Check resident’s condition √      Done 

Choose the best technique √      Done 

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 
  
  

 Perform a visual inspection of belt/sling and machine before every use – refer to the Operat-
ing Manual of the machine that your facility uses. You may refer to Bruyère’s S.H.A.P.E 
Check Tool as a guide, which can be found in Appendix B. 

 Ensure adequate space to freely manoeuver the lift to and from the bed/chair/commode, 
etc., without banging into objects. 

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your way. 

 Ensure brakes are on the bed and chair. 

 Adjust bed height appropriately. 

 Position the wheelchair close to the bed to minimize the transport distance. 

 Have the correct sling ready. 

 Adjustments to the belt and lift should be made with the resident over a supporting sur-
face. 

 Before moving the resident, spread the machine legs to accommodate the wheelchair. 

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Follow all steps for sitting a resident on the side of the bed, and/or for applying a sling in a 
wheelchair. 

 Attach the belt snuggly around the resident’s waist. 

 Slide machine legs under the bed, the machine in line/facing the resident. 

 Apply the brakes on the machine. 

 Assist or allow the resident to position their feet on the foot rests, with the full lower leg 
against the leg stops. 

 Tighten the pull cords. 

Position yourself 
  

  

Leader: 

 Stand in front of the machine with the hips and shoulder facing the load. 

 Grasp the handles of the machine with both hands. 

 Keep the load close with elbows bent, tucked against the torso and in line with the        
shoulders. 

 Use a wide stance, with one foot in front of the other and wide apart. 

 Bend the knees, not the back, with the front knee bent as you prepare to shift your weight 
from front to back leg as you pull the lift out from under the bed. 

Assistant: 

 Positioned beside the resident, ready to take care of the resident during the move. 

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Encourage the resident to give as much assistance as possible to raise from the chair/bed 
and/or steady themselves. 

 Explain to the resident that you will assist him/her to raise on MOVE. 

 Count 1, 2, 3… 

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do. 

 Explain that you will raise the resident on MOVE. 

 Explain that you will count again, and pull the machine out on MOVE. 

 Together, count 1, 2, 3… 

 
…MOVE: (Continued on next page) 
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SIT-STAND TRANSFER MACHINE –TWO ASSISTS 

…MOVE: 

*Before moving the resident spread the machine legs (while the resident is above a surface) to accommodate
the wheelchair.

For the transfer, raise the resident only high enough for the buttocks to clear the supporting surface. Release 

the brakes of the lift.  With the core engaged and the elbows tucked against the trunk to keep the load close, the 

Leader transfers the weight from the front bent leg to the back leg and slides the machine out from under the 

bed.  The Leader directs the machine pivoting the feet to turn, keeping the hips and shoulders square to the load 

(rather than twisting the torso) and the elbows against the trunk throughout the movement.  The Assistant 

takes care of the resident.  The leader slides the machine over the wheelchair. 

*Do not apply the brakes on the machine while lowering the resident (verify the Operating Manual for your sit-stand

machine to confirm).

To lower the resident, the Leader gently pushes on the machine with one hand, and operates the remote to low-

er the resident with the other hand.  The Assistant moves to the back of the wheelchair and guides the resident 

to be seated properly (firmly back in the wheelchair), assuming a forward lunge position with knees bent, and 

elbows bent and tucked against the torso. 
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MOBILE LIFT - TWO ASSISTS 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √ Done

Check resident’s condition √ Done

Choose the best technique √ Done

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Perform a visual inspection of sling and lift before every use – refer to the Operating Manual of
the lift that your facility uses. You may refer to Bruyère’s S.H.A.P.E Check Tool as a guide
(Appendix B).

 Ensure adequate space to freely manoeuver the lift to and from the bed/chair/commode, etc.,
without banging into objects.

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your path.
 Ensure brakes are on the bed.
 Adjust bed height appropriately.
 Position the wheelchair close to the bed to minimize the transport distance.
 Have the correct sling ready.
 Adjustments to the sling and lift should be made with the resident over a supporting surface

such as a chair, stretcher, or bed.

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  To position the sling, follow all steps for turning a resident in bed with two assists.
 The Assistant then holds the resident on their side, while the Leader rolls the sling or folds it in

half, and positions the lower edge of the sling at the resident’s coccyx.
 The resident is then turned onto their other side.
 The Leader unfolds the remaining part of the sling, and the resident lies back onto the center

of the sling.
 Leader slides the lift into position.
 Brakes are applied on the lift.
 The lifting bar is lowered to the resident.
 Sling is firmly attached by clipping to the lifting bar (should hear an audible click).
 The resident is raised and manoeuvered into a seated position.

Position yourself For positioning during sling application: follow steps of how to position yourself for turning a resident 
in bed with two assists. 
Leader: 
 Once the resident is properly positioned in the sling, the leader moves to the front of the lift.
 Stand in front of the machine with the hips and shoulders facing the load.
 Grasp the handles of the machine with both hands.
 Keep the load close with elbows bent, tucked against the torso and in line with the shoulders.
 Use a wide stance, with one foot in front of the other and wide apart.
 Bend the knees, not the back, with the front knee bent as you prepare to shift  your weight

from the front to the back leg as you pull the lift out from under the bed.
Assistant: 
 Positioned beside the resident, ready to take care of the resident during the move.

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that he/she will be lifted on MOVE.
 Count 1, 2, 3…

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do.
 Explain that you will lift the resident on MOVE.
 Explain that you will count again, and pull the machine on MOVE.
 Together, count 1, 2, 3…

…MOVE: (Continued on next page) 
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MOBILE LIFT - TWO ASSISTS 

…MOVE:  

To turn the resident to apply the canvas, follow the steps for turning a resident in bed two assists. 

The Leader uses the remote functions to raise resident from the supporting surface, then releases the brakes of 

the lift.  With the core engaged and the elbows tucked against the trunk to keep the load close, the Leader trans-

fers the weight from the front bent leg to the back leg to slide the machine out from  under the bed.  The Leader 

directs the machine pivoting the feet to turn, elbows tucked against the trunk, and keeping the hips and shoulders 

square to the load, rather than twisting the torso.  The Assistant takes care of the resident.  The Leader slides the 

machine over the wheelchair. 

*Do not apply the brakes on the machine while lowering the resident (verify with your Operating Manual).

 To lower the resident into the chair, the Leader gently pushes on the lift with one hand and operates the remote 

to lower the resident with the other hand.  The Assistant guides the resident to be seated   properly (firmly back in 

the wheelchair).  The pictures below indicate two different ways of doing this – see picture 2 and 3.  In picture 2, 

the Assistant stands behind the resident at the back of the wheelchair, legs apart with one foot in front of the oth-

er and both knees bent.  The elbows are bent and tucked against the torso.  Just before the resident touches the 

surface of the wheelchair, the Assistant straightens the legs using the large leg muscles to swivel the resident into 

an upright position to be  seated at the back of the chair.  In picture 3, the Assistant assumes a forward lunge posi-

tion, and bends the knees to push down on the lever (arms close) so the resident is in an upright position (check 

your Operating manual to see if this method is possible with your equipment). 
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CEILING LIFT - TWO ASSISTS 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √ Done

Check resident’s condition √ Done

Choose the best technique √ Done

Adjust the space 
(includes visual inspection) 

 Perform a visual inspection of sling and lift before every use – refer to the Operating
Manual of the lift that your facility uses. You may refer to Bruyère Continuing Care’s
S.H.A.P.E Check Tool as a guide (Appendix B).

 Ensure adequate space to either side of the bed.

 Ensure no cords/obstacles are in your path.

 Ensure brakes are on the bed.

 Adjust bed height appropriately.

 Lower bed rails on both sides.

 Position the wheelchair in line with the ceiling lift track.

 Apply wheelchair brakes.

 Have the correct sling ready.

 Adjustments to the sling and lift should be made with the resident over a supporting
surface such as a chair, stretcher, or bed.

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident To position the sling, follow all steps for turning a resident in bed with two assists. 

 The Assistant then holds the resident on their side, while the Leader rolls the sling or
folds it in half, and positions the lower edge of the sling at the resident’s coccyx.

 The resident is then turned onto their other side.

 The Leader unfolds the remaining part of the sling, and the resident lies back onto the
center of the sling.

 The Assistant holds the spreader bar to ensure it does not strike the resident while it is
being lowered by the Leader.

 Follow the instructions in your facility’s Operating Manual for Sling Application Meth-
ods.

Position yourself  Leader and Assistant are at either side of the bed.

 For sling positioning, follow steps of how to position yourself for turning a resident in
bed with two assists.

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Explain to the resident that he/she will be lifted on MOVE.

 Count 1, 2, 3…

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do.

 Explain that you will lift the resident on MOVE.

 Together, count 1, 2, 3…

…MOVE: (Continue on next page) 
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CEILING LIFT - TWO ASSISTS 

…MOVE:  

The Leader uses the remote functions to raise the resident from the supporting surface and to slide them along 
the ceiling lift track towards the wheelchair, while the Assistant takes care of the resident – ensures the head is 
supported, etc. 

As the Leader lowers the resident with the remote, the Leader and Assistant guide the resident to be seated 
properly (firmly back in the wheelchair, etc). To do this, the leader assumes a wide stance with one foot in front of 
the other, the knees and hips bent, one hand on the remote while the other hand gently pushes on the knees of 
the resident as they swing to the back of the chair. The Assistant is behind the wheelchair, with the legs apart, one 
foot slightly in front of the other, the knees bent, holding the sling handle with the elbows tucked against the tor-
so.  Just as the resident is reaching the surface of the chair, the assistant straightens the legs to pull up a little eas-
ing the resident to the very back of the chair. 
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REPOSITIONING A RESIDENT IN WHEELCHAIR 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √ Done

Check resident’s condition √ Done

Choose the best technique √ Done

Adjust the space  Ensure the brakes are on the wheelchair.

 Ensure both arm rests are in proper position.

 Push footrest out to the side.

 Place a pillow between your knees and the knees of the resident.

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident remains seated in wheelchair.

 Place the residents hands/arms in their lap.

Position yourself  Stand in front of the resident with your feet wide apart.

 brace the resident’s knees between your bent knees (bend the knees not the back).

 Hinge at the hips as you grab the arm rests with both hands, keeping the elbows bent
(keep the load close).

 Hips and shoulders face the resident (face the load).

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Instruct the resident to lean forward (nose over toes) and place their head on your
shoulder.

 Explain to the resident that you will slide them back on MOVE.

 Count 1, 2, 3…

Work together as a team N/A 

…MOVE: Gently assist the resident to lean forward (nose over toes).  While grabbing on to the arm rests with both hands, the care-
giver simultaneously pulls with their arms and pushes the resident back with their knees. 

NOTE: This is only one of various techniques that may be utilized to reposition a resident back in their wheelchair.  For heavy residents, 
using the ceiling lift to reposition them back in their chair is recommended. 
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REMOVAL OF SLING IN WHEELCHAIR 
GET READY 

Prepare yourself √ Done

Check resident’s condition √ Done

Choose the best technique √ Done

Adjust the space  Ensure the brakes are on the wheelchair.

GET INTO POSITION 

Position the resident  Resident remains seated in wheelchair.

Position yourself Leader: 

 Kneel onto one knee, in front of the resident.

 Reach under the resident’s knee with one hand, and under the resident’s foot with
the other hand (the elbow of the hand under the resident’s knee is resting on your
own bent knee).

 With the elbows tucked against the torso (keep the load close), lift the resident’s
foot off the floor and rest it on your leg, creating space between the resident’s leg
and the chair surface so you can easily pull the sling and straps out from under the
resident’s leg.

 Pull sling and straps out from under the resident’s leg.

 Repeat for the other side/leg.

 Stand in front of the resident with your feet wide apart, hips and shoulders facing the
resident.

 Brace the resident’s knees between your bent knees (bend the knees, not your back).

 Hinge at the hips to get close to the resident (keep the load close).
Assistant:

 Stand to the side of the resident, feet wide apart, one foot in front of the other and
hips and shoulders facing the resident’s coccyx (face the load).

 Lunge by bending the knees and hinging at the hips to get close to the resident

COMMUNICATE 

Involve the resident  Leader instructs the resident to lean forward (nose over toes) and place their head
on their shoulder.

 Explain to the resident that the Assistant will remove the sling on MOVE.

 Count 1, 2, 3…

Work together as a team  Communicate together what you are about to do.

 Explain that the Assistant may remove the sling on MOVE.

 Count together, 1, 2, 3, Move.

…MOVE: (Continued on next page) 
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REMOVAL OF SLING IN WHEELCHAIR 

...MOVE: 

The Leader gently assists the resident to lean forward (nose over toes).  With the resident’s weight off their hips, 
the Assistant will effortlessly pull the sling out from behind the resident. 

NOTE: To apply (insert) the sling for a resident in a wheelchair, perform this procedure in reverse; with the resident 
leaning forward (nose over toes) and resting their head on the Leader’s shoulder, the Assistant slides the sling 
down and behind the resident.  The resident then sits back and the Leader will kneel to lift the resident’s foot one 
at a time to pull the sling and straps around and under the resident’s legs.   
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WRAP UP 

Wrap up:  

Ask the participants if they have any questions,  

and have them complete the feedback form (in Appendix) 

WRAP-UP 
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Do you feel confident that you can safely apply the topics listed below? Yes No 

Clinical Safe Work Practices 

Shared Responsibility in workplace safety 

Policy CLIN CARE 10: Lifts, Transfers & Repositioning 

Pictogram Binder – review the binder and discuss its location on the units 

Review of each of the Patient Handling Tools and Resources available on Info Net – Demonstra-
tion how to access each on the Info Net and Handout given: 
-Visual Safety Check of Sling and Lifts – S.H.A.P.E Check

-Faulty Sling Report and Do Not Operate tags for defective equipment
-Lift and Transfer Algorithm
-Pictogram Legend
-Best Practice Guidelines on Slings
-Decision Tree for Bath Chairs and Equipment
-Correct Sling Sizing – Ceiling Lift and Mobile Lift

APPENDIX A 

Safe Work Practices for Clinical Staff: Lifts, Transfers and Repositioning 

The listed topics were reviewed during Orientation and all participants will have had the opportunity to 
practice each technique. 
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Turning a patient in bed - 1 and 2 assists 

Repositioning a patient in bed – 2 assists (piqué Maxi-Slide, Swift Slider sheet, and Repositioning Sling) 

Sitting pt on the side of the bed – 1 and 2 person assist 

Normal movement from sit to stand 

Use of transfer belts 

One Person Assist (side-by-side) 

Two person side-by-side transfers 

One Person Pivot Transfer 

Two Person Pivot Transfer 

One Person Waltz Transfer 

Two Person Waltz Transfer 

Lateral transfer (to stretcher, etc) – a quick review 

Lowering the pt to the floor 

Sit-Stand Transfer Machine 

Visual Safety Check of Sling – ceiling lift and mobile lift 

Mobile Lift 

Ceiling Lift 

Removing/applying the sling from patient in wheelchair 

Repositioning in a chair 

Repositioning sling to each turn, reposition, and do a lateral transfer 

Bath chair safety 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
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